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The derivative map for diffeomorphism of disks: an example

DIARMUID CROWLEY

THOMAS SCHICK

WOLFGANG STEIMLE

We prove that the derivative map d W Diff@.Dk/! �kSOk , defined by taking the
derivative of a diffeomorphism, can induce a nontrivial map on homotopy groups.
Specifically, for k D 11 we prove that the following homomorphism is nonzero:

d� W �5Diff@.D11/! �5�
11SO11 Š �16SO11:

As a consequence we give a counterexample to a conjecture of Burghelea and Lashof
by giving an example of a nontrivial vector bundle E over a sphere which is trivial as
a topological Rk–bundle (the rank of E is k D 11 and the base sphere is S17).

The proof relies on a recent result of Burklund and Senger which determines the
homotopy 17–spheres bounding 8–connected manifolds, the plumbing approach
to the Gromoll filtration due to Antonelli, Burghelea and Kahn, and an explicit
construction of low-codimension embeddings of certain homotopy spheres.

57R50, 57S05; 57R60

1 Introduction

The derivative map

d W Diff@.D
k/!Map..Dk ; @Dk/; .SOk ; Id//'�

kSOk ; f 7! .x 7!Dxf /;

is a basic invariant of the diffeomorphism group of the k–disk; in fact the first-order
approximation in the embedding calculus approach to the diffeomorphism group.
While dQ W Diff@.Dk/Q! .�kSOk/Q, the rationalisation of d , is nullhomotopic, as
we explain in Section 3, much less is known about the derivative map d integrally. For
example, to the best of our knowledge, it was not yet known whether the map induced
by d on homotopy groups,

d� W �iDiff@.D
k/! �iCkSOk ;
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was ever nontrivial. Burghelea and Lashof showed that d� vanishes for i D 0; 1. At odd
primes p, they also showed that d� D 0 provided i < k�3 and they made a conjecture
equivalent to the claim that this holds for p D 2 as well [6, Conjecture, page 40].
Burghelea and Lashof also report A’Campo informing them about a proof that d� D 0

for i D 2 (however, a written proof has not appeared).

Using smoothing theory, or an explicit geometric construction we introduce here, the
map d� admits an interpretation as describing the normal bundle of certain homotopy
spheres embedded in euclidean space. Combining this interpretation with recent results
of Burklund and Senger and the refined plumbing construction of Antonelli, Burghelea
and Kahn, we obtain a counterexample to the conjecture of Burghelea and Lashof.

In more detail, in [3; 4] Antonelli, Burghelea and Kahn constructed families of diffeo-
morphisms of the disk using a pairing

� W �pSOq�a˝�qSOp�b! �aCbC1Diff@.D
pCq�a�b�1/

for 0 � a � q and 0 � b � p, refining Milnor’s plumbing pairing; see below. Now
�8SO6 Š Z=24 (see [12, page 162]) and we have:

Theorem 1.1 Let � 2 �8SO6 Š Z=24 be a generator. The image of �.�; �/ under the
derivative map

d� W �5Diff@.D
11/! �16SO11

is nonzero.

Using Morlet’s smoothing theory isomorphism, the derivative map d� on �k is identified
with the boundary map

@ W �nCkC1PLk=Ok ! �nCkSOk

of the fibration sequence SOk!SPLk!PLk=Ok (and this allows for our interpretation
of [6, Conjecture, page 40] in terms of the derivative map). We conclude that the map
SO11 ! SPL11 is not injective on �16. More specifically, if �11 W S

11 ! BSO11

represents the tangent bundle of the 11–sphere and f W S17 ! S11 represents the
unique nontrivial homotopy class (see [21, Proposition 5.11]), we have:

Corollary 1.2 The pullback f ��11 is a nontrivial vector bundle which becomes trivial
as an R11–bundle , even when considered as a bundle with structure group SPL11.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)



The derivative map for diffeomorphism of disks: an example 3701

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of a nontrivial vector bundle over
a sphere which is known to be trivial as a topological Rn–bundle. Milnor famously gave
examples of nontrivial vector bundles over Moore spaces, for example the Moore space
M.Z=7; 7/ D S7 [7 D8, which are trivial as Rn–bundles [17, Lemma 9.1]. These
examples are stable bundles over 4–connected spaces and so the vector bundles are
trivial as piecewise linear bundles too.

Acknowledgements

We would like to thank Alexander Kupers for helpful comments on an earlier draft, as
well as two referees for helpful comments.

2 Proofs

In this section we give the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. We first recall
Gromoll’s map AD C ı� from [9],

A W �n�kDiff@.D
k/

�
�! �0Diff@.D

n/
C
�!‚nC1;

where ‚nC1 is the group of homotopy .nC1/–spheres. The first map � includes
fibrewise diffeomorphisms of Dn�k �Dk into all diffeomorphisms, and the second C

uses a diffeomorphism of Dn � Sn as a datum to clutch two .nC1/–disks and make a
homotopy sphere.1

Lemma 2.1 For any Œ � 2 �n�kDiff@.Dk/, the homotopy sphere A.Œ �/ 2 ‚nC1

admits an embedding into RnCkC1 whose normal bundle is classified (up to possible
sign) by d�.Œ �/ 2 �nSOk Š �nC1BSOk .

We will offer two proofs of this result; one by an explicit geometric construction and a
more abstract one by the classification of smoothings through Rourke and Sanderson’s
theory of block bundles.

Next we recall that in [16, Section 1], Milnor constructed exotic spheres by plumbing
linear disk bundles and taking the boundary sphere; this construction gives rise to a
pairing

�M W �pSOq˝�qSOp!‚pCqC1:

1The map C is denoted by † in [8].
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By [3, Proposition 3.1], the pairing of Antonelli, Burghelea and Kahn refines this
pairing in the sense that we have a commutative diagram

(1)

�pSOq�a˝�qSOp�b
�

//

��

�aCbC1Diff@.DpCq�a�b�1/

A

��

�pSOq˝�qSOp
�M

// ‚pCqC1

where the map on the left is the tensor product of the canonical stabilisations. We now
consider the homotopy 17–sphere

†�;� WDA.�.�; �//;

recalling that � 2 �8SO6ŠZ=24 denotes a generator. By the commutativity of (1) and
the definition of �M , †�;� is the boundary of an 8–connected compact 18–manifold
and so by a recent result of Burklund and Senger [7, Theorem 1.4] its image under the
normal invariant map ‚17! coker.J17/ must be either 0 or Œ��4�. We will show:

Lemma 2.2 The homotopy sphere †�;� represents Œ��4� 2 coker.J17/.

We deduce from this that every embedding †�;� ,!S28 has a nontrivial normal bundle.
Indeed, recall that the map ‚17! coker.J17/ is obtained by embedding a homotopy
17–sphere into some euclidean space with trivial normal bundle, and performing the
Pontryagin–Thom collapse as to obtain an element in �s

17
which is well-defined modulo

the image of J . Now, assuming by contradiction that †�;� embeds into S28 with trivial
normal bundle, then Œ��4� would have a representative in �28S11. However, this
contradicts the computations of Toda [21, Theorem 12.17 and Proposition 12.20] on
the stabilisation map �28S11! �s

17
, which we display below:

�28S11 D Z=2..�2�/11/˚ Z=2..�17/11/˚ Z=2..��/11/

�� 		 �� zz

�s
17
D Z=2.�2�/˚ Z=2.�17/˚ Z=2.��/˚ Z=2.��4/

Here the notation is such that an element .ı/11 stabilises to ı and the stable class �2�

generates im.J17 W �17.SO/! �s
17
/. Lemma 2.1 then implies that d�.�.�; �// ¤ 0,

which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1, modulo Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

To prove Corollary 1.2 we note that by Lemma 2.1 the normal bundle �.†�;� � S28/

has clutching function ˙d�.�.�; �// 2 �16SO11 and d�.�.�; �//¤ 0 by Theorem 1.1.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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Moreover, d�.�.�; �// maps to 0 2 �16SPL11; this is explained following Theorem 1.1
using the exact sequence ��C1.PL11=O11/

d�
�! ��.SO11/ �! ��.SPL11/. Now by

Antonelli [2], the normal bundle of every homotopy 17–sphere embedded in euclidean
space in codimension 12 is zero. Hence

�.†�;� � S28/ 2 ker.�17BSO11! �17BSO12/D im.�17S11
! �17BSO11/;

where the last map is induced by the classifying map of the tangent bundle of the
11–sphere.

It remains to prove Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

Proof of Lemma 2.1 Choose a smooth map  WDn�k �Dk !Dk representing the
class Œ �2�n�k.Diff@.Dk//, ie for x2Dn�k we have that x WD .x;�/2Diff@.Dk/,
and  x D IdDk for x 2 @Dn�k . Then �.Œ �/ is represented by

‰ WDk
�Dn�k

!Dk
�Dn�k ; .x;y/ 7! .x;  .x;y//;

and A.Œ �/ is represented by the homotopy sphere †nC1
‰

obtained by gluing two copies
of DnC1 along the boundary using the diffeomorphism ‰. Note also that the image
of Œ � under the derivative map is represented by d W Dn�k �Dk ! Glk.R/ with
d .x;y/DDy x .

For technical reasons, we actually assume without loss of generality that the maps are
the identity maps in a neighbourhood of the boundaries.

We construct an explicit embedding � W †
nC1
‰

,! SnCkC1 of †nC1
‰

, compute the
normal bundle of this embedding and show explicitly that it is obtained by clutching
with d .

As might be expected, given that all our data is on disks (and trivial near the bound-
ary of the disks), we actually produce an interesting embedding � of DnC1 D

Dn�k �Dk � Œ0; 1� into DnCkC1 D Dn�k �Dk �Dk � Œ0; 1�, which has standard
form near the boundary, and then obtain an embedding of †nC1

‰
by gluing with a

standard embedding of DnC1 into DnCkC1 in the appropriate way.

The desired embedding � is explicitly given by

� WD
n�k
�Dk

� Œ0; 1�!Dn�k
�Dk

�Dk
� Œ0; 1�;

.x;y; t/ 7! .x; ˛.t/y; ˇ.t/ x.y/; t/:

Here, ˛; ˇ W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� are smooth maps such that ˛.t/D 1 for t < 0:6 and ˛.t/D 0

for t > 0:9, and ˇ.t/D ˛.1� t/.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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This is evidently a smooth embedding whose image we denote by S , and we let
@S D � .@D

nC1/. Then @S � @DnCkC1: to see this, observe that if either the x– or
the t–coordinate is in the boundary, then the first or fourth coordinate of the image point
is so, too. For each t 2 Œ0; 1�, then ˛.t/D 1 or ˇ.t/D 1. If y 2 @Dk , then therefore
either the second or the third component of the image point is in the boundary (or both).
As @.Dn�k �Dk � Œ0; 1�/ is the union of those points with at least one component in
the boundary, this proves the claim.

We also note that the subset @S � @DnCkC1 is in fact independent of  (as  is fixed
to be the identity map near the boundary). Let us identify this image set @S with
Sn D @.Dn�k �Dk � Œ0; 1�/ via the restriction of �Id to @.Dn�k �Dk � Œ0; 1�/.

Then � jW @.Dn�k �Dk � Œ0; 1�/! @.Dn�k �Dk �Dk � Œ0; 1�/ is supported on the
disk Dn�k �Dk � f1g, where it is given by ‰. Therefore, we can glue two copies of
Dn�k �Dk �Dk � Œ0; 1� along the boundary by the identity map to obtain SnCkC1,
and the embeddings � in one copy and �Id in the other glue together to form the desired
embedding of †nC1

‰
into SnCkC1.

Strictly speaking, one has to round the corners off to get an actual smooth embedding.
This can easily be achieved, as  is the identity in a neighbourhood of the boundaries.
We omit spelling out the somewhat cumbersome details.

It remains to compute the normal bundle of the embedding. To do this, we first compute
the differential

D� W .D
n�k
�Dk

� Œ0; 1�/� .Rn�k
˚Rk

˚R/! S � .R
n�k
˚Rk

˚Rk
˚R/

to be given in each fibre by

D.x;y;t/� D

0BB@
1 0 0

0 ˛.t/ ˛0.t/y

ˇ.t/ @x ˇ.t/ d ˇ0.t/ x.y/

0 0 1

1CCA :
We obtain an explicit trivialisation of the normal bundle of this embedding via the
fibrewise linear map covering � ,

� WDn�k
�Dk

� Œ0; 1��Rk
! S � .R

n�k
˚Rk

˚Rk
˚R/;

�.x;y;t/ D

0BB@
0

�ˇ.t/.d /�1

˛.t/

0

1CCA :

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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To observe that this really describes the normal bundle, for dimension reasons we just
have to check that the image of � intersects the tangent bundle of S , ie the image
of D� , trivially. It is clear that �.v/ can only be equal to a tangent vector of the
form .0; ˛.t/w; ˇ.t/ d .w/; 0/ for w 2 Rk . This implies ˛.t/v D ˇ.t/ d .w/ and
�ˇ.t/v D ˛.t/ d .w/; the two equations imply ˛.t/2v D �ˇ.t/2v and finally (as
˛.t/2C ˇ.t/2 > 0) then v D 0 and then also w D 0. It follows that the image of �
represents the normal bundle of S in DnCkC1.

For the other half-disk which produces the embedding of †nC1
‰

into SnCkC1, we
obtain a trivialisation of the normal bundle by the same recipe, replacing  by Id. We
observe then that we obtain the global normal bundle by gluing these two explicitly
chosen normal subbundles of TDnCkC1 along the boundary, where they coincide. The
trivialisations differ precisely on the half-disk �.Dn�k�Dk�f1g/, and there they differ
by the derivative map d . On the other half-disk, the two trivialisations coincide.

Consequently, the normal bundle of the embedding � is obtained by clutching with d ,
precisely as claimed, and the lemma is proved.

Remark 2.3 It is tempting to hope that the explicit geometric construction of d� as the
normal bundle of the embedding � can be used to get some new information about d�.
On the other hand, the information obtained by the formulas in the proof given above
seems rather limited. At least in the case where  lies in the image of � , we present
Conjecture 3.1 below on d� ı � .

Proof of Lemma 2.2 Let A18
8

denote the group of bordism classes relative boundary
of 8–connected 18–manifolds with boundary a homotopy sphere, which are defined in
[23, Section 17]. Specifically, elements of A18

8
are represented by compact oriented

8–connected 18–manifolds W with boundary a homotopy sphere, and W1 is bordant to
W2 if there is an h–cobordism Y between their boundaries such that the closed manifold
W1[Y [�W2 bounds an 8–connected 19–manifold. According to [23, Section 17]
and [22, Theorem 2(5)], we have an isomorphism

(2) A18
8 ! Z=2˚Z=2; ŒW � 7! .ˆ.'W /; 'W .y�W //:

Here 'W WH9.W IZ/! Z=2 is a quadratic refinement of the mod 2 intersection form
defined as follows. By [22, Lemma 2], representing an integral homology class by an
embedded sphere and taking its normal bundle gives rise to a quadratic map

˛W WH9.W IZ/! �8SO9:

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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Since the stabilisation map S W �8SO9! �8SOD Z=2 is split surjective with kernel
Z=2, from ˛W we obtain a quadratic map 'W W H9.W IZ/ ! Z=2 with values in
Z=2D ker.S/ by fixing a splitting of �8SO9. The first component of (2) is the Arf
invariant of 'W and we next define the second component. Let S˛W WH9.W IZ/!

Z=2D �8.SO/ be the composition of ˛W with the stabilisation map S above. Using
[22, Lemma 2] again, we see that S˛W is a homomorphism. Define �W 2H9.W IZ=2/

to be the Poincaré dual of

S˛W 2 Hom.H9.W IZ/;Z=2/DH 9.W IZ=2/ŠH 9.W; @W IZ=2/:

The second component of (2) is given by evaluating 'W on any integral lift y�W of �W .

Let S3.�/2�8SO9 be the image of � 2�8SO6 under the inclusion SO6!SO9. By the
commutativity of (1),†�;� is the boundary of the Milnor plumbing W of S3.�/2�8SO9

with itself, and we compute 'W .y�W / as follows: with H9.W IZ/D Z.x/˚Z.y/ the
normal bundles obtained from representing x and y by embeddings are both given by
S3.�/. We conclude that 'W .x/D 'W .y/. Moreover, we may use that in this basis
the intersection form �W of W has matrix�

0 1

�1 0

�
:

Furthermore, S3.�/ stabilises to a generator of �8SO, by Lemma 2.4 below. Thus,
S˛W maps both x and y to a generator and so we may take y�W D xC y. We now
compute that

'W .y�W /D 'W .xCy/D 'W .x/C'W .y/„ ƒ‚ …
D0

C�2.�W .x;y//D 1;

where �2 denotes reduction mod 2.

Now, taking the homotopy sphere on the boundary defines a homomorphism

(3) @ WA18
8 !‚17:

From the short exact sequence

0! bP18.D Z=2/!‚17! coker.J17/! 0

and [7, Theorem 1.4], we see that the image of the map @ from (3) consists of precisely
4 different elements, so the map @ is injective. Each of the bP–spheres is the boundary
of a manifold P which satisfies S˛P D 0 and therefore 'P .y�P / D 0 and it follows
that the element W from above must map under @ to a non-bP–sphere, which then
represents Œ��4� in view of [7, Theorem 1.4].
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Lemma 2.4 The map Z=24Š �8SO6! �8SOŠ Z=2 is surjective.

Proof By [14, Theorem 1.4], .Z=2/3Š �8SO8! �8SOŠZ=2 is onto and therefore
has a kernel of 4 elements. (We refer to [12] for the computation of the relevant
homotopy groups.) On the other hand, .Z=2/2 Š �8SO7 ! �8SO8 is injective (its
cokernel injects into �8.S

7/Š Z=2) and so has an image of 4 elements. These two
subgroups do not coincide: Since the maximal number of pointwise linearly independent
vector fields on S9 is 1 [1, Theorem 1.1], the tangent bundle of S9 defines an element
in �8SO8 that is not in the image of �8SO7 but maps to 0 2 �8SO.

Therefore, .Z=2/2 Š �8SO7! �8SO is surjective and has a kernel of precisely two
elements; similarly the image of Z=24 Š �8SO6 ! �8SO7 Š .Z=2/2 consists of
precisely two elements (its cokernel injects into �8S6 Š Z=2), and we are left to
show that these two subgroups do not agree. To see this, we consider the element
a WD .2 /7�7 where .2 /7 is a generator of Z Š �7SO7 and �7 W S

8 ! S7 is the
nontrivial class: By [14, Theorem 1.4], .2 /7 stabilises to an element divisible by 2
and so a is in the kernel of the stabilisation; and it does not lift to �8SO6 by the
commutativity of the following diagram with exact rows:

�7SO7
//

�7

��

�7S6 //

�7Š

��

�6SO6 .D 0/

�8SO6
// �8SO7

// �8S6

We conclude this section by giving the promised second proof of Lemma 2.1. To
this end we recall from [18, Section 6] that a smoothing of SnC1 in SnCkC1 consists
of a smooth manifold W and a PL homeomorphism H W W ! SnCkC1, such that
† WDH�1.SnC1/�W is a smooth submanifold, and such that H is concordant to the
identity smoothing of SnCkC1; and recall the group dk

nC1
of concordance classes of

such smoothings.2 We note that up to diffeomorphism, W is a standard sphere mapping
to SnCkC1 by a PL homeomorphism concordant to the identity, so that elements
of dk

nC1
are represented by PL homeomorphisms H W SnCkC1! SnCkC1 which are

concordant to the identity (ie orientation-preserving). Note also that † is a homotopy
.nC1/–sphere, oriented through the PL homeomorphism h WDH j†, which is smoothly
embedded into SnCkC1.
2The group dk

nC1 is denoted by �k
nC1

in [18]. We have used different notation, to avoid confusion with
the notation �nC1

k
for the subgroups of the Gromoll filtration.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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There are two obvious homomorphisms out of dk
nC1

,

‚nC1
F
 � dk

nC1
�
�! �nC1BSOk ;

the left one mapping the class of H to the diffeomorphism class of †, and the right
one to the classifying map of the normal bundle of †� SnCkC1 (where, as usual, we
identify a homotopy sphere up to homotopy equivalence with a standard sphere using
the given orientation). Then, Lemma 2.1 is clearly implied by the following result:

Lemma 2.5 There exists a group homomorphism B W �n�kDiff@.Dk/! dk
nC1

such
that the following diagram commutes up to possible signs:

�n�kDiff@.Dk/
d�

//

B
��

A

xx

�nSOk

Š

��

‚nC1 dk
nC1

F
oo

�
// �nC1BSOk

Proof We recall the homotopy equivalence

Mk W Diff@.D
k/!�kC1PLk=SOk

of Morlet (see [5, Theorem 4.4]) and consider the diagram

(4)

�0Diff@.Dn/

.Mn/�

��

C Š

%%

�n�kDiff@.Dk/
�

oo
d�

//

.Mk/�
��

�nSOk

�nC1PLk=Ok

zi
��

S

vv

@
// �nSOk

�nC1PL=O �nC1
fPLk=Ok

zS
oo

@
// �nSOk

‚nC1

‰Š

OO

dk
nC1

Š

OO

F
oo

�
// �nC1BSOk

Š

OO

Here ‰ is the map which sends a homotopy sphere † to the element represented by the
tangent PL microbundle of the mapping cylinder cyl.h W†! SnC1/ of an orientation-
preserving PL homeomorphism h, along with its linear structure induced by the smooth
structure of † on the † end of the cylinder and its canonical trivialisation at the
SnC1 end. The map‰ is an isomorphism by surgery theory; see eg [15, Theorem 6.48].
The map dk

nC1
! �nC1

fPLk=Ok is an isomorphism by [18, Corollary 6.7]: it is defined
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by sending the class of .H; h/ W .SnCkC1; †nC1/! .SnCkC1;SnC1/ to the normal
block bundle �cyl of cyl.h/ inside cyl.H / along with its linear reduction at the†nC1 end
of the cylinder and its canonical trivialisation at the other end. Finally, the map zS is ob-
tained from the fact that the inclusion PL!fPL is an equivalence [19, Corollary 5.5(ii)];
that is, there is no essential difference between stable PL (micro)bundles and stable
block bundles.

We claim that the lower left square of (4) is commutative up to sign. To see this, we may
assume, increasing k if necessary, that the normal block bundle �cyl is given by a PL
microbundle. Then, the sum of the two composites, applied to Œ.H; h/�, is represented
by the direct sum microbundle T cyl.h/˚�cyl over cyl.h/ along with its linear reduction
at the front end and its canonical trivialisation at the other end. But now, we have
an isomorphism T cyl.h/ ˚ �cyl Š T cyl.H /jcyl.h/ of microbundles which extends
isomorphisms T†˚ �†�SnCkC1 Š TSnCkC1j† and TSnC1 ˚ �SnC1�SnCkC1 Š

TSnCkC1jSnC1 of vector bundles.

Since H is PL isotopic to the identity (being an orientation-preserving PL homeomor-
phism of the sphere), we conclude that the sum of the two composite maps, applied to
Œ.H; h/�, represents the zero element.

All other parts of this diagram commute up to possible signs: the commutativity of the
squares on the right and of the triangle in the middle follows from the definitions. That
Mn� ı�D S ıMk� follows from [8, Lemma 2.5], and that Mn� D‰ ıC is proven in
[8, Lemma 2.7]. The lemma now follows by a diagram chase.

3 Concluding remarks

In this section we discuss some of the background to our results and state a conjecture
about the map d� ı � .

(1) The homotopy fibre of d W Diff@.Dk/! �kSOk is the H–space Difffr
@ .D

k/ of
framing-preserving diffeomorphisms. It is the loop space of the classifying space
BDifffr

@ .D
k/, which features in the recent work of Kupers and Randal-Williams [13] on

the rational homotopy groups of Diff@.Dk/. We see that d is rationally trivial because
the Alexander trick implies that d becomes nullhomotopic after composition with the
natural map�kSOk!�kSPLk . It is well known that .SOk/Q is Eilenberg–Mac Lane,
detected by the suspensions of the rational Pontryagin classes and rational Euler class.
Since these classes are defined on .SPLk/Q, it follows that .SOk/Q is a homotopy

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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retract of .SPLk/Q. If �k
0
X denotes the connected component of the constant map,

then it follows that .�k
0

SOk/Q '�
k
0
.SOk/Q is a homotopy retract of .�k

0
SPLk/Q,

showing that the map d W Diff@.Dk/!�k
0

SOk is rationally nullhomotopic.

(2) The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on the fact that the normal bundle of any embedding
†�;� ,!S28 is nontrivial. Despite the elementary argument we give for this in Section 2,
computing the normal bundle of an embedding of a homotopy sphere g W †nC1 ,!

SnCkC1 is a subtle problem. Provided one is in the metastable range n < 2k�4,
Haefliger [10] proved that the isotopy class of g depends only on the diffeomorphism
type of †, so that, in particular, the normal bundle is independent of the choice of
embedding. Hsiang, Levine and Sczarba [11] proved that the latter statement holds
even for n< 2k�2, defined the homomorphism

�k
nC1 W‚nC1! �nC1BSOk ; † 7! �.†� SnCkC1/; where n< 2k � 2;

and proved that �13
16
¤ 0; ie the exotic 16–sphere embeds into S29 with nontrivial

normal bundle. Then Antonelli [2] made a systematic study of normal bundles of
homotopy spheres in the metastable range, which includes the statement that �11

17
¤ 0.

(3) Concerning A’Campo’s claim that d� vanishes for i D 2, we note that, since
�13

16
¤ 0, Lemma 2.1 entails that if A’Campo’s claim holds, then the exotic 16–sphere

does not lie in the image of the map A W�2Diff@.D13/!‚16DZ=2. This is consistent
with computations we have made for the refined plumbing pairing

� W �8SO6˝�7SO8! �2Diff@.D
13/;

which show that A ı � D 0, even though �M W �8SO7˝�7SO8!‚16 is nontrivial, a
statement which can be deduced from [20, Satz 12.1].

(4) Finally, we present a conjectural description of the homomorphism

d� ı � W �pSOq�a˝�qSOp�b! �pCqSOpCq�a�b�1

in purely homotopy-theoretic terms.

Let h W�iSOj!�i.S
j�1/ be the map induced by the canonical projection SOj!Sj�1.

For maps f WW ! X and f W Y !Z let f � g WW �Y ! X �Z be their join. Let
@ W�mC1.S

k/!�mSOk denote the boundary map in the homotopy long exact sequence
of the fibration SOk ! SOkC1! Sk . For compactness, we use the notation

p0 WD p� b and q0 WD q� a

Geometry & Topology, Volume 27 (2023)
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and let �1 2 �pSOq0 and �2 2 �qSOp0 . Then we have

h.�1/ 2 �p.S
q0�1/; h.�2/ 2 �qSp0�1 and h.�1/� h.�2/ 2 �pCqC1.S

p0Cq0�1/;

so that @
�
h.�1/� h.�2/

�
2 �pCqSOp0Cq0�1.

In addition, we have the J–homomorphisms

Jp;q0 W �pSOq0 ! �pCq0S
q0 and Jq;p0 W �qSOp0 ! �qCp0S

p0 ;

and we can suspend in the target of each of these to get the homomorphisms

†a
ıJp;q0 W �pSOq0 ! �pCqSq and †b

ıJq;p0 W �qSOp0 ! �pCqSp:

We then take compositions with the maps induced by �i for i D 1; 2 and the inclusions
ip0 W SOp0! SOp0Cq0�1 and iq0 W SOq0! SOp0Cq0�1. Hence we have homomorphisms

�2� W �pSOq0
†aıJp;q0

�����! �pCqSq �2�
��! �pCqSOp0

ip0�
��! �pCqSOp0Cq0�1;

�1� W �qSOp0
†bıJq;p0

�����! �pCqSp �1�
��! �pCqSOq0

iq0�
��! �pCqSOp0Cq0�1:

Conjecture 3.1 Up to sign , the homomorphism

d� ı � W �pSOq0 ˝�qSOp0 ! �pCqSOp0Cq0�1

is given by

d�.�.�1; �2//D @
�
h.�1/� h.�2/

�
C �1�.�2/C �2�.�1/:

We briefly discuss Conjecture 3.1 in light of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. For
� 2 �8SO6 a generator, h.�/ 2 �8S5 Š �s

3
is again a generator and we choose � so

that h.�/D �5. Hence Conjecture 3.1 gives d�.�.�; �//D @.�5 � �5/C 2��.�/. Now
�16S8 Š .Z=2/4, which entails that 2��.�/D 0 and the proof of Corollary 1.2 shows
that d�.�.�; �// D @.�2

11
/. Since �5 � �5 D �2

11
, Conjecture 3.1 is consistent with

Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, with both giving the same nonzero expression for
d� ı � W �8SO6˝�8SO6! �16SO11.
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